REGIONAL MEMORANDUM
No.632, s. 2021

CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM CURRICULUM EXIT TRACKING SYSTEM FOR SY 2020-2021

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. In reference to the implementation of the Career Guidance Program for S.Y. 2020 – 2021, the link for the Senior High School Curriculum Exit Tracking System will be opened on June 30, 2021.

2. The SHS Career Guidance Advocates and Guidance Counselors are encouraged to conduct a brief orientation about the curriculum exit tracking system procedure on access, accomplishment and submission, before issuing this link [https://bit.ly/CurrExitTracking] to the Grade 12 learners only. The link shall be closed on July 30, 2021.

3. For information and guidance.

TOLENTINO G. AQUINO
Director IV
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In reference to the implementation of DM-OUCI-2021-015 Career Guidance Program for S.Y. 2020 – 2021, the link for the Senior High School Curriculum Exit Tracking System will be opened on June 30, 2021. SHS Career Guidance Advocates and Guidance Counselors are encouraged to conduct a brief orientation about the curriculum exit tracking system procedure on access, accomplishment and submission, before issuing the link to the learners. Only Grade 12 graduates for S.Y. 2020-2021 shall be given this link.


The link will be closed on July 30, 2021.

For your guidance and reference.

DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO
Undersecretary